SUCCESS IN ACADEMIA
PROFESSIONAL AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT SERIES

Friday, October 30
BEHRKIS GRAND HALL,
CRESEE STUDENT CENTER
3210 CHESTNUT ST.,
PHILADELPHIA PA 19104

12:30 Registration

SESSION I: ACADEMIC OPPORTUNITIES

1:00 Welcome

1:05 Nancy Pilotte, NIH-NIDA: Overview of Academic Opportunities – Trends and Challenges

1:20 Debra Bangasser, Temple University: Pathway to Independent Research; NIH K99/R00 Awards – Developing Leadership and Lab Management Skills

1:30 Jean Hardwick, Ithaca College: Faculty Positions at a Liberal Arts School – Selection Criteria and Expectations

1:40 Nick Bello, Rutgers University: Faculty Positions at Graduate Institutions – Selection Criteria, Expectations, Combining Research with Teaching and Best Practices

1:50 Discussion

KEYNOTE ADDRESS

2:30 Sulie Chang, Seton Hall University: “Street Smarts of Science for Students” – General Skills, Training, Mentoring, and Networking

3:15 Coffee Break

SESSION II: BREAKOUT SESSIONS

3:30 Meredith Wooten, Drexel University: Fellowship Opportunities for Academic Career Building

3:30 Amy Throckmorton, Drexel University: Negotiation Tactics for Faculty Positions

SESSION III: INTELLECTUAL PATHWAYS

4:15 Nina Tandon, Columbia University: Transitioning into Academia in Unconventional Ways

4:30 Grace Peng, NIH-NIBIB Interdisciplinary Skill Sets and Convergence

4:45 Discussion

5:15 Networking Reception, the Speakers will be available after the sessions for an informal reception

REGISTER TODAY
DREXEL30.EVENTBRITE.COM

Drexel students $10
Drexel postdocs $15
Non-Drexel students, postdocs and guests $20

Success in Academia is a product of the Professional Career & Development Series of the Drexel University College of Medicine Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences and Professional Studies